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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Due  to  a limited  control  over  changing  operational  conditions  and  personal  physiology,  systems  used  for
video-based  face  recognition  are  confronted  with  complex  and  changing  pattern  recognition  environ-
ments.  Although  a limited  amount  of reference  data  is  initially  available  during  enrollment,  new samples
often become  available  over  time,  through  re-enrollment,  post  analysis  and  labeling  of operational  data,
etc.  Adaptive  multi-classifier  systems  (AMCSs)  are therefore  desirable  for  the  design  and  incremental
update  of facial models.  For real time  recognition  of  individuals  appearing  in  video  sequences,  facial
regions  are  captured  with  one  or more  cameras,  and  an AMCS  must  perform  fast  and  efficient  match-
ing  against  the facial  model  of individual  enrolled  to the  system.  In  this paper,  an  incremental  learning
strategy  based  on  particle  swarm  optimization  (PSO)  is proposed  to efficiently  evolve  heterogeneous
classifier  ensembles  in response  to new  reference  data. This strategy  is applied  to an  AMCS  where  all
parameters  of  a  pool  of fuzzy  ARTMAP  (FAM)  neural  network  classifiers  (i.e.,  a swarm  of  classifiers),  each
one  corresponding  to a particle,  are  co-optimized  such  that  both  error  rate  and  network  size  are  mini-
mized.  To  provide  a  high  level  of accuracy  over  time  while  minimizing  the  computational  complexity,  the
AMCS  integrates  information  from  multiple  diverse  classifiers,  where  learning  is guided  by  an  aggregated
dynamical  niching  PSO  (ADNPSO)  algorithm  that  optimizes  networks  according  both  these  objectives.
Moreover,  pools  of FAM  networks  are  evolved  to maintain  (1) genotype  diversity  of  solutions  around  local
optima in  the  optimization  search  space  and  (2) phenotype  diversity  in  the  objective  space.  Accurate  and
low cost  ensembles  are  thereby  designed  by  selecting  classifiers  on the  basis  of  accuracy,  and  both  geno-
type and  phenotype  diversity.  For  proof-of-concept  validation,  the  proposed  strategy  is compared  to
AMCSs  where  incremental  learning  of  FAM  networks  is guided  through  mono-  and  multi-objective  opti-

mization.  Performance  is assessed  in terms  of  video-based  error  rate  and  resource  requirements  under
different  incremental  learning  scenarios,  where  new  data  is  extracted  from  real-world  video  streams
(IIT-NRC  and  MoBo).  Simulation  results  indicate  that  the  proposed  strategy  provides  a level  of  accuracy
that is  comparable  to that of using  mono-objective  optimization  and reference  face recognition  systems,
yet  requires  a fraction  of the  computational  cost  (between  16%  and  20%  of  a mono-objective  strategy

se  an
depending  on the  data  ba

. Introduction

In biometric applications, matching is typically performed by
omparing query samples captured with some sensors against
iometric models designed with reference samples previously
btained during an enrollment process. In its most basic form, tem-
late matching is performed with biometric models consisting of a

et of one or more templates (reference samples) stored in a gallery.
o improve robustness and reduce resources, it may  also consist
f a statistical representation estimated by training a classifier on
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reference data. Neural or statistical classifiers then implicitly define
a model of some individual’s physiological or behavioral trait by
mapping the finite set of reference samples, defined in an input fea-
ture space, to an output score or decision space. Still, the collection
and analysis of reference data from individuals is often expensive
and time consuming. Therefore, classifiers are often designed using
some prior knowledge of the underlying data distributions, a set of
user-defined hyperparameters (e.g., learning rate), and a limited
number of reference samples.

In many biometric applications however, it is possible to acquire
new reference samples at some point in time after a classifier has

originally been trained and deployed for operations. Labeled and
unlabeled samples can be acquired through re-enrollment sessions,
post-analysis of operational data, or enrollment of new individuals
in the system, allowing for incremental learning of labeled data
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nd semi-supervised learning of reliable unlabeled data [29,51].
n video-based face recognition, facial images may  also be tracked
nd captured discreetly and without cooperation over a network
f IP cameras [29]. Face acquisition is subject to considerable vari-
tions (e.g., illumination, pose, facial expression, orientation and
cclusion) due to limited control over unconstrained operational
onditions. In addition, new information, such as input features and
ew individuals, may  suddenly emerge, and underlying data distri-
utions may  change dynamically in the classification environment.
he physiology of individuals (e.g., aging) and operational condition
ay  therefore also change gradually, incrementally, periodically

nd abruptly over time [67]. Performance may  therefore decline
ver time as facial models deviate from the actual data distribution
25,45,55].

Beyond the need for accurate face recognition techniques in
ideo, efficient classification systems for various real-time appli-
ations constitute a challenging problem. For instance, video
urveillance systems use a growing numbers of IP cameras, and
ust simultaneously process many video feeds. The computational

urden increases with the number of matching operations, and thus
he number of individuals and cameras, frame rate, etc.

This paper seeks to address challenges related to the design
f robust adaptive multi-classifier systems (AMCSs) for video face
ecognition, where facial models may  be created and updated over
ime, as new reference data becomes available. An incremental
earning strategy driven by a dynamic particle swarm optimiza-
ion (DPSO) and AMCS architecture were previously developed by
he authors in [14]. In this DPSO-based strategy, each particle cor-
esponds to a fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) network, and a DPSO algorithm
ptimizes all classifier parameters (hyperparameters, weights, and
rchitecture) of a swarm of base classifiers such that the error
ate. While adaptation was  originally performed only according to
ccuracy with mono-objective optimization, the new strategy and
MCS proposed in this paper is driven by a new multi-objective
ggregated dynamic niching PSO (ADNPSO) algorithm that also
onsiders the structural complexity of FAM networks during adap-
ation, allowing to design efficient heterogeneous ensembles of
lassifiers.

This approach also differs from previous work by the authors
14] in that a specialized archive is used to capture base classifiers
rom the swarm and maintain a pool. To further reduce the compu-
ational cost, this archive is constantly modified through time by
dding non-dominated classifiers and removing dominated ones
ith locally Pareto-optimal criteria. These locally Pareto-optimal

riteria are again used within that pool to select ensembles that are
oth accurate and with low complexity.

Most techniques in literature are suitable for designing classifi-
ation systems with an adequate number of samples acquired from
deal environments, where class distributions remain unchanged
ver time. However, classifier ensembles are well suited for
daptation in changing environments. Adaptive ensemble-based
echniques like Learn++[46] and other Boosting variants, where

 new classifier is trained independently for new samples, and
lassifiers are weighted such that one criterion is maximized (clas-
ification accuracy on recent data), may  provide a robust approach
38]. Other approaches discard classifiers when they become inac-
urate or concept change is detected [41], although maintaining

 pool with these classifiers allows to handle recurrent change.
oreover, methods that rely exclusively on adding new ensem-

le members become problematic if all classes are not represented
ithin the new data. With the current face recognition application,

or instance, when new data becomes available after a classifier is

esigned and deployed in the field, it will most likely belong to one
r few individuals at a time. Previously trained classifiers will not
ecognize new classes, classifiers trained with the new data will not
ecognize older classes.
puting 13 (2013) 3149–3166

The proposed ADNPSO strategy evolves a pool of incremen-
tal learning FAM classifiers, and may  refine and add classes on
the fly. To increase the performance of heterogeneous ensem-
bles, this strategy seeks to maintain diversity among the base
classifiers during generation and evolution of pools, and during
ensemble selection, according to several criteria. This paper focuses
on video-based face recognition applications in which two  incre-
mental learning scenarios may  occur – enrollment (initial design)
and update of facial models. Performance of AMCSs is assessed in
terms of classification rate and resource requirements for incre-
mental learning of new data blocks from two real-world video
data sets – Institute of Information Technology of the Canadian
National Research Council (IIT-NRC) [22] and Motion of Body
(MoBo) [26]. In experiments, the AMCS performs biometric identifi-
cation of facial regions against the model of individuals in closed-set
(1-against-K) identification, as found in access control applica-
tions.

The next section provides an overview of the state-of-the-art in
adaptive biometrics and a general biometric system for video-based
face recognition system. In Section 3, the AMCS framework consid-
ered in this paper is described, focusing on the relationship between
the classification environment (where the FAM networks learn ref-
erence data), and the optimization environment (where particles
evolve). The new incremental learning strategy used (including
ADNPSO algorithm and specialized archive) to evolve the AMCS is
presented in Section 4. The data bases, incremental learning scenar-
ios, protocol, and performance measures used for proof-of-concept
simulations are described in Section 5. Finally, experimental results
are presented and discussed in Section 6.

2. Adaptive biometrics and video face recognition

The main problem addressed in this paper is the design of
accurate and efficient adaptive systems to perform video-to-video
face recognition, where video sequences are used for building the
facial model of each individual during the learning phase. Adaptive
systems have been proposed in the literature to refine biometric
models for different traits (e.g., face and fingerprints) according to
the intra-class variations in input samples [51]. With self-adaptive
or semi-supervised learning strategies, biometric models are ini-
tially designed during enrollment using labeled training data, and
then updated with highly confident unlabeled data obtained during
operations [45,49]. These strategies are however vulnerable to out-
liers, dispersion and overlap in class distributions. Stringent criteria
are required for selection of highly confident data, to minimize the
probability of introducing impostor data into updated biometric
models.

On the other hand, systems have used newly acquired labeled
reference samples to update the selection of user template from
a gallery via clustering and editing techniques [57], and have per-
formed on-line learning of genuine samples over time to update
each user’s single super template [30]. It is however difficult to rep-
resent intra-class variations with a single template [51]. In either
case, the biometric model of an individual tends to diverge from
its underlying class distribution due to the limited reference data,
complexity, and changes in the classification environment. In their
efforts to avoid model corruption and to maintain a high level
of accuracy, classifiers adapted incrementally over time tend to
become complex [14].

Biometric systems specifically designed for the recognition of
faces in video streams are relevant in different scenarios and appli-

cations. Applications of video-based face recognition range from
open-set video surveillance, where individuals enrolled to a watch
list are recognized among other unknown people in dense and
moving crowds [18], to closed-set identification or verification for
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Fig. 1. A generic track-and-classify biom

ccess control applications, where individuals enrolled to a system
re authenticated prior to accessing secured resources, possibly in
onjunction with a password, access card, etc. [53]. In this paper,
ideo-based face recognition is considered for closed-set identifi-
ation applications.

In addition to difficulties mentioned earlier, video-based face
ecognition remains a very challenging problem since faces cap-
ured in video frames are typically low quality and generally small.
he design of efficient systems for facial matching involves a trade-
ff between classification speed, accuracy and resources for storage
f facial models. In video-based face recognition, fast classifica-
ion is often required to process facial regions at near real-time
rocessing (captured at 30 frames/s in each video feed). It is well-
nown that state-of-the-art systems are confronted with complex
nvironments that change during operations, and their facial mod-
ls are designed during a preliminary enrollment process, using
imited data and knowledge of individuals. The need to design
nd store representative facial models for recognition – be it with
ore user templates or a statistical representation – increases the

esource requirements of the system.
A typical approach used to recognize faces in video streams

onsists in exploiting only spatial appearance information, and
pplying extensions of still image techniques on high quality
acial regions captured through segmentation [37]. Several pow-
rful techniques proposed to recognize faces in static 2D images
re described in [63,64]. The predominant techniques are the
ame used to represent faces in static 2D images: appearance-
ased methods like Eigenfaces, and feature-based methods like
lastic Bunch Graph Matching [63,64]. However, the performance
f these techniques may  degrade considerably when applied for
ideo-based face recognition in unconstrained scenes. To reduce
atching ambiguity and provide a higher level of accuracy,

ace recognition applications specifically designed toward video
equences combine spatial and temporal information contained in
ideo streams [17].

In this paper, it is assumed that a track-and-classify system is
sed to accumulate the responses of a classifier using kinematic

nformation of faces in a scene [37]. Fig. 1 depicts a general track-
nd-classify for spatio-temporal recognition of faces in video. It is
ssumed that 2D images in the video streams of an external 3D

cene are captured using one or more IP or network cameras.

First, the system performs segmentation to locate and iso-
ate regions of interest (ROIs) corresponding to the faces in a
rame. From the ROIs, features are extracted for tracking and
ystem for video-based face recognition.

classification. The tracking features can be the position, speed,
acceleration, and track number assigned to each ROI on the scene
so that the tracker may  follow the movement or expression of faces
across video frames [25]. On the other hand, classifiers will require
invariant and discriminant classification features extracted from
the ROIs so that the classification module may match input feature
patterns, mapped in an R

I input feature space, to the face mod-
els of individuals enrolled to the system. Facial matching may  be
implemented with templates, statistical, or neural pattern classi-
fiers. With neural network classifiers, for instance, the facial model
of individuals by the hyperparameters, synaptic weights, and archi-
tecture estimated during training.

Finally, the decision module may  integrate the responses from
the tracking and classification modules over several video frames.
If the decision module employs a track-and-classify approach, the
facial regions are presented to the face recognition system and
predictions for each ROI are accumulated over time according to
the facial trajectories defined by the tracker. With identification
and surveillance applications for instance, ambiguity is reduced by
accumulating responses (classification scores) over several frames
over the trajectory of each individual in the scene, thus improving
accuracy and robustness of face recognition in video [3].

Although the current paper uses a track-and-classify architec-
ture other methods exist for spatio-temporal recognition in video
sequences. Head and facial motion during the sequence can be
exploited by either estimating the optical flow or tracking a few
facial landmarks over time with a template matching strategy.
Temporal dynamics and statistics of training video sequences can
also be modeled using Hidden Markov Models, particle filters, or
time series state space models. A probabilistic appearance mani-
fold approach can also be used to exploit temporal information of
each successive frame in a video sequence. Bayesian inference then
allows to include temporal coherence in distance calculation dur-
ing recognition. A review of recent techniques for spatio-temporal
face recognition for video sequences can be found in [37].

With most systems for video face recognition, conditions for
data acquisition are typically considered to be constrained, and
the physiology of individuals and operational condition do not
change over time. Systems are designed a priori, during a pre-
liminary enrollment phase, but the number of reference samples

and knowledge of class distributions are limited. Adapting the sys-
tem in response to new reference data may allow to maintain a
high level of performance by reducing the divergence over time
between facial models and underlying data distributions in the
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classifier, (4) a specialized archive to keep a pool of classifiers for
ensemble selection, and (5) an ensemble selection and fusion mod-
ule. This system differs from the AMCS presented in [14] in that
152 J.-F. Connolly et al. / Applied So

eal-world environments. However, most classification techniques
sed for face matching would require training from the start using
ll previously acquired data through supervised batch learning.

In the next section an ADNPSO strategy is proposed for super-
ised incremental learning which allows to enroll and update
he facial model of individuals from video streams after the face
ecognition system has been deployed for operations. Efficient
ncremental learning is an undisputed asset as the memory and
ime complexity associated with storing and training is greatly
educed. The objective of this new ADNPSO strategy is to evolve
lassifiers according to both accuracy and network size, leading to
ore accurate and reliable systems that perform efficient matching

f captured facial regions.

. Adaptive classifier ensembles

Adapting facial models in changing classification environments,
uch as required for enrollment or update in video face recognition,
aises the so-called stability–plasticity dilemma, where stability
efers to retaining existing and relevant knowledge while plasticity
nables learning new knowledge [27]. Since ensemble based meth-
ds allow to exploit multiple and diverse views of a problem, they
ave been shown to be efficient in such cases, where concepts (i.e.,
nderlying data distributions) change in time [38].

For a wide range of applications, where adaptation is not neces-
arily required, classifier ensembles allow to exploit several views
f a same problem to improve the overall accuracy and reliability.
ecently, various methods employing adaptive ensembles of classi-
ers have been proposed to perform incremental learning [31,46].
ith the use of a combination function, they also offer flexibility

ver single classifiers in how class models can be managed and
dapted.

These methods can be divided in three general categories [34].
ynamic combination, or “horse racing”, methods where individual
ase classifiers are trained in advance to form a fixed ensem-
le where only the combination rules are changed dynamically
6,61,62]. Second, methods that rely on new data to update the
arameters of ensemble base classifiers an online learner [20]. If
locks of data are available, training can also be performed in batch
ode while changing or not the combination rule at the same

ime [7,21,43,59]. The last main category consists of methods that
row ensembles by adding new base classifiers and replacing old
r underperforming ones when new data is available [10,33,54,55].
inally there are adaptive ensembles that use hybrid approaches
hat combine adding new base classifiers and adjusting the combi-
ation rule to update class models. The most notable are streaming
andom forests with entropy [1], Hoeffding tree with Kalman filter-
ased active change detection using adaptive sliding window [4],
aintaining and choosing the better of two ensembles trained with

urrent and old data [52], and the AdaBoost-like Learn++[46].
Among these methods, horse racing approaches cannot accom-

odate new knowledge since base classifiers in the ensemble are
ever updated with new data. On the other hand, while online

earners and growing ensembles can be used to explore unknown
egions of the feature space, and focus on the issue of concept
rift, where underlying class distributions change in time. They
ften train and combine new classifiers to a pool without updating
re-existing classifiers at the risk of corrupting older knowledge.
hile these classifiers are trained with new data, their plasticity (or

earning dynamics) tends to remain fixed throughout the learning
rocess, without being adjusted to accommodate new knowledge.

ideo face recognition systems in unconstrained scenes are often

aced with recurring changes regarding the environment (e.g., light
ffect over the course of a day) and the individuals to recognize (e.g.,
lasses). Since few reference samples are available, hidden concepts
puting 13 (2013) 3149–3166

are often revealed (different known view points from a sensor or
of a trait).

In practice, when new reference data becomes available during
operations, it will most likely incorporate samples captured from
one or few individuals at a time. With growing ensembles, previ-
ously trained classifiers will not be able to integrate new classes,
and the new ones (trained with the new reference data) will rep-
resent only facial models of the latest individuals registered to the
system.

In previous work, the authors have proposed an adaptive mul-
ticlassifier system (AMCS) that is driven by a strategy based on
dynamic particle swarm optimization (DPSO) for supervised incre-
mental learning for the design and update of facial biometric
models [14]. Given its capabilities to perform supervised incre-
mental learning of limited data, and to efficiently match the query
samples to facial models in the system, the fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM)
neural networks are used as the ensemble’s base classifier. Using
DPSO and a cooperative neural network co-evolution paradigm
[47], the incremental learning strategy is applied to the optimiza-
tion of a swarm of FAM networks in the hyperparameter search
space. As illustrated in Fig. 2, DPSO explores the hyperparameter
search spaces and guides a swarm of different FAM classifiers. They
are trained on the same data, but using different learning dynam-
ics, i.e., different hyperparameter settings. This process yields an
heterogeneous1 pool of classifiers that is diversified in both fea-
ture and decision spaces [58]. When new labeled reference data
becomes available from the operational environment, classifier
ensembles evolve to design new facial models or update existing
ones, since this approach does not directly optimize FAM parame-
ters (i.e., synaptic weights for neural networks), and can be applied
other classifiers. Other examples showing how particle swarm opti-
mization algorithms are applied in this manner are summarized in
[24,31].

By applying the DPSO strategy within an adaptive classification
system (ACS), the authors have previously shown that to perform
incremental learning with constructive classifiers such as FAM
networks, some of the older data must be stored in memory so
that old and still valid knowledge is not overshadowed by newer
concepts corresponding to incoming reference data [13]. They have
also shown that optimizing FAM learning dynamics according to
accuracy during supervised incremental learning corresponds to a
dynamic mono-objective optimization problem [13]. Within the
AMCS, the authors have then verified that with FAM networks,
genotype (i.e., hyperparameter) diversity among solutions in the
search space leads to ensemble diversity in the feature and decision
spaces [14]. Although these AMCSs provide a high level of accuracy
and robustness when only limited data is available, FAM networks
are generated through mono-objective optimization of accuracy,
and become structurally complex over time, as new data is learned.

3.1. An adaptive multiclassifier system

Fig. 3 depicts the evolution of an AMCS performing incremental
learning of new data. It is composed of (1) a long term memory
(LTM) that stores and manages incoming data for validation, (2)
a population of base classifiers, each one suitable for supervised
incremental learning, (3) a dynamic population-based optimiza-
tion module that tunes the user-defined hyperparameters of each
1 This definition of heterogeneous ensembles differs with respect to certain others
found in literature. In this paper, they are defined as similar classifiers that learn
different data sets, or classifiers of different types train on the same data [42,48].
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Fig. 2. Pattern classification systems may be defined according to two environments. A classification environment that maps a R
I input feature space to a decision space,
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espectively defined by feature vectors a, and a set of class labels Ck . As classifier le
n  optimization environment, where each value of h indicates a position in several 

or  several objective functions (each corresponding to a search space), solutions (tr

he optimization module now performs multi-objective (rather
han mono-objective) optimization, and the pool of classifiers, from
hich ensemble selection is performed, is now an archive that is
lled during the multi-objective optimization (MOO) process.

When a new block of learning data Dt becomes available to
he system at a discrete time t, it is employed to update the LTM,
nd evolve the swarm of incremental classifiers (see Fig. 3). Each
AM network is associated to a particle in an hyperparameter
earch space, and a DPSO module, through a DPSO-based learn-
ng strategy, conjointly determines the classifier hyperparameters,
rchitecture, and parameters such that FAM network’s error rate
nd size are minimized. A specialized archive stores a pool of
lassifiers, corresponding to locally non-dominated solutions (of
ifferent structural complexity) found during the optimization pro-
ess. Once the optimization process is complete, the selection and
usion module produces a heterogeneous ensemble by selecting
lassifiers from the archive (or pool), based on their accuracy, geno-
ype, and phenotype diversity. It then combines them with a simple

ajority vote. The LTM stores reference samples from each indi-
idual for cross-validation during incremental learning and fitness
stimation of particles on the objective function [13]. Data from Dt

s partitioned and combined with that of the LTM to create three
ubsets: a training data set Dt

t , a validation data set Dv
t , and a fitness
stimation data set Df
t .

In this paper, a particular realization of this AMCS is considered.
AM neural networks [9] are employed to implement the swarm
f incremental learning classifiers and a new ADNPSO algorithm

ig. 3. Evolution over time of the adaptive multiclassifier system (AMCS) in a generic inc
f  classifiers. Let D1, D2, . . . be blocks of training data that become available at different in
o  the prior knowledge of the classification environment. On the basis of new data blocks
 dynamics is governed by a vector h of hyperparameters, the latter interacts with
 spaces, each one defined by an objective considered during the learning process.

 FAM networks) can be projected in an objective space.

is used for optimization according to multiple objectives. The rest
of this section provides additional details on the FAM and on the
optimization module. The ADNPSO algorithm, specialized archive,
and selection and fusion modules are discussed in Section 4 along
with the ADNPSO incremental learning strategy.

3.2. Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network classifiers

ARTMAP refers to a family of self-organizing neural network
architectures that is capable of fast, stable, on-line, unsupervised
or supervised, incremental learning, classification, and prediction.
A key feature of these networks is their unique solution to the
stability–plasticity dilemma. The fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) integrates
the unsupervised fuzzy ART neural network to process both analog
and binary-valued input patterns into the original ARTMAP archi-
tecture [9]. Matching ROIs (represented with appearance pattern
a) against the facial model of individuals enrolled to a face recogni-
tion system is typically the bottleneck, especially as the number
of individuals grows, and the FAM classifier is used because it
can perform supervised incremental learning of limited data for
fast and efficient matching. The facial models are learned a priori
(during training) by estimating the FAM weights, architecture and
hyperparameters of each individual (i.e., output class) enrolled to

the system.

The fuzzy ART neural network consists of two fully con-
nected layers of nodes: a 2I node input layer F1 to accommodate
complement-coded input patterns, and a J node competitive

remental learning scenario, where new blocks of data are used to update a swarm
stants in time t = 1, 2, . . ..  The AMCS starts with an initial hypothesis hyp0 according

 Dt , each hypothesis hypt−1 is updated to hypt by the AMCS.
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ayer, F2. A set of real-valued weights W = {wij ∈ [0,  1] : i =
, 2, . . . , 2I; j = 1, 2, . . . , J} is associated with the F1-to-F2 layer
onnections. The F2 layer is connected, through learned associative
inks, to an output K node map  field Fab, where K is the number of
lasses in the decision space. With FAM, a set of binary weights

ab = {wab
jk
∈ {0, 1} : j = 1, 2, . . . , J; k = 1, 2, . . . , K} is associated

ith the F2-to-Fab connections. Each F2 node j = 1, . . .,  J cor-
esponds to a category that learns a prototype vector wj =
w1j, w2j, . . . , w2Ij), and is associated with one of the output classes

 = 1, . . .,  K. During the training phase, FAM dynamics is governed
y four hyper-parameters: the choice parameter  ̨ > 0, the learning
arameter  ̌∈ [0, 1], the baseline vigilance parameter � ∈ [0,  1], and
he match-tracking parameter � ∈ [−1, 1]. For incremental learning,
AM is able to adjust previously learned categories, in response
o familiar inputs, and to create new categories dynamically in
esponse to inputs different enough from those already seen.

The following describes fuzzy ARTMAP during supervised learn-
ng of a finite data set. When an input pattern a = (a1, . . .,  aI) is
resented to the network and the vigilance parameter � ∈ [0, 1] is
et to its baseline value �. The input pattern a is complement-coded
o make a 2I dimensions network’s input pattern: A = (a, ac) =
a1, a2, . . . , aI; ac

1, ac
2, ..., ac

I ), where ac
i
= (1 − ai), and ai ∈ [0, 1].

ach F2 node is activated according to the Weber law choice function:

j(A) = |A ∧ wj|
 ̨+ |wj|

, (1)

nd the node with the strongest activation j* = argmax{Tj : j = 1, . . .,
} is chosen. The algorithm then verifies if wj∗ is similar enough to

 using the vigilance test:

|A ∧ wj∗ |
2I

≥ �. (2)

f node j* fails the vigilance test, it is deactivated and the network
earches for the next best node on the F2 layer. If the vigilance
est is passed, then the map  field Fab is activated through the cat-
gory j* and FAM makes a class prediction k* = k(j*). In the case
f an incorrect class prediction k* = k(j*), a match tracking signal
djusts � = (|A ∧ wj∗ |/2I) + �. Node j* is deactivated, and the search
mong F2 nodes begins anew. If node j* passes the vigilance test, and
akes the correct prediction, its category is updated by adjusting

ts prototype vector wj∗ to:

′
j∗ = ˇ(A ∧ wj∗ ) + (1 − ˇ)wj∗ . (3)

n the other hand, if none of the nodes can satisfy both conditions
vigilance test and correct prediction), then a new F2 node is ini-
ialed. This new node is assigned to class K by setting wab

j∗k to 1 if
 = k* and 0 otherwise, and w′

j∗ = A.

Once the weights W and Wab have been found through this pro-
ess, the fuzzy ARTMAP can predict a class label from an input
attern by activating the best F2 node j*, which activates a class
* = k(j*) on the Fab layer. Predictions are obtained without vigilance
nd match tests. During operation, time and memory complexity
f FAM is proportional to its structural complexity and depends
eavily on the number of F1 and F2 layer nodes. To perform predic-
ions given an input pattern of I features F1 layer and an F2 layer of

 nodes, FAM networks complement code the I features, compute
he choice function for the J category prototypes, leading to a worst-
ase time and memory complexity per input sample of O(IJ). During
ncremental learning, the F2 layer tends to grow depending on the
yperparameter values, the number of reference samples, and the
eometry of the underlying data distributions. In the worst case,

AM will memorize the training data set, and create one F2 cate-
ory node per reference sample. In this paper, it is assumed that
ncremental learning of new data is not performed on-line, but in

 relatively short time frame.
puting 13 (2013) 3149–3166

A standard vector of hyperparameters hstd = (  ̨ = 0.001,  ̌ =
1, � = 0.001, � = 0) is commonly fixed to minimize network struc-
tural complexity [9]. The authors have shown that by adjusting
these hyperparameters, it is possible to adapt FAM learning dynam-
ics with regard to currently available training data [13,14,23]. It
is possible to generate heterogeneous pools of classifiers [12].
Moreover, they have also verified the amount of diversity among
hyperparameter vectors h of each classifier is correlated with the
amount of diversity within a pool of classifier [14]. Using these
results, the authors generate a pool of diversified FAM networks,
and select ensembles among that pool for improved generaliza-
tion capabilities. However, since these ensembles were created
through a mono-objective optimization process focused only on
accuracy, each network of the pool tends to create several proto-
type categories when learning new data, leading to a considerable
computational cost.

3.3. Adaptation as a dynamic MOO problem

In this paper, the AMCS optimization module will seek to find the
hyperparameter vector h = (˛, ˇ, �, �) that seeks to maximize FAM
accuracy while minimizing network structural complexity, that is:

minimize{f(h, t) := [fe(h, t), fs(h, t)]|h ∈ R
4, t ∈ N1}, (4)

where fe(h, t) is the generalization error rate and fs(h, t) is the
size of the F2 layer (i.e., number of F2 nodes) of the FAM net-
work for a given hyperparameter vector h, and after learning data
set Dt incrementally at a discreet time t [13]. In this context, it
has been shown that adapting the FAM classifier’s hyperparam-
eter vector h = (˛, ˇ, �, �) according to fe(h, t) corresponds to a
dynamic mono-objective optimization problem [13]. More pre-
cisely, it constitutes a type III optimization environment, where
both the location and value of optima positions change in time [19].
Although it was not explicitly verified, it is assumed that training
FAM with different values of h leads to different numbers of FAM
F2 nodes and that the objective function fs(h, t) also corresponds to
a type III optimization environment. Still it is sufficient that only
one of the objectives does so for the entire optimization problem
to be considered dynamic.

As a MOO  problem, the first goal of the optimization module is
to find the Pareto front of non-dominated solutions according to
several objectives (see Fig. 4). Given the set of objectives o to min-
imize, a vector hd in the hyperparameter space is said to dominate
another vector h if (see Fig. 4a):

∀o ∈ o : fo(hd) ≤ fo(h) and ∃o ∈ o : fo(hd) < fo(h). (5)

The Pareto optimal set, defining a Pareto front, is the set of non-
dominated solutions (Fig. 4b).

When adapting classifiers during incremental learning, another
goal of the optimization algorithm is to seek hyperparameter val-
ues that generate a diversified pool of FAM networks among which
ensembles can be selected. As illustrated in Fig. 5 with a simple
MOO  problem, the optimization process should provide accu-
rate solutions with different network structural complexities. This
results in ensembles with good generalization capabilities, but with
a possibility of limiting overall computational cost.

In this particular case, the optimization algorithm also tackles a
dynamic optimization problem by considering several objectives,
and yield classifiers that correspond to vectors h that are not neces-
sarily Pareto optimal (see Fig. 5). Classical DPSO algorithms as well
suited as MOO  algorithms, such as non-sorted genetic algorithm
(NSGA) [15], strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA) [66],

and multi-objective PSO (MOPSO) [11]. The only other approaches
in literature aimed at generating and evolving a diverse population
of FAM networks in terms of structural complexity, yet contained
non-dominated alternatives are presented in [24,35]. In [24], a
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Fig. 4. Notion of dominance (a) and Pareto optimal front (b) for a MOO  (mini

OPSO learning strategy is used to train FAM networks according
o both error rate and network size. Although this strategy seeks
o maintain phenotype diversity in the objective space, results
howed that using MOPSO and a global Pareto-optimality crite-

ia limits the number of non-dominated classifiers stored in the
rchive. To circumvent this issue, a mimetic archive was instead
sed in [35] to prune F2 nodes and categorize FAM networks

n subpopulations that are independently evolved with a genetic

ig. 5. Position of local Pareto fronts in both search spaces and the objective space. Obtai
ocally  Pareto-optimal solutions with light circles. While the goal in a MOO is to find the 

earch  both search spaces to find solutions that are suitable for classifiers ensembles. Fo
),  these would be solutions in the red rectangle in (c) and (f) (with low generalization err
ccurs  for only one objective function (e), the entire objective space is affected and the p
n  this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
on) problem in the objective space defined by two objectives f1(h) and f2(h).

algorithm. With this method, FAM networks need to be pruned
to maintain phenotype diversity, which is not the case in this
paper.
4. Evolution of incremental learning ensembles

This paper seeks to address challenges related to the design
of robust AMCSs for video face recognition applications, where

ned with a grid, true optimal solutions are illustrated by the dark circles and other
optimal Pareto front (dark circles), another goal of the AMCS ADNPSO module is to
r instance, if at a time t, f1(h) and f2(h) respectively correspond to fs(h, t) and fe(h,
or and for a wide range of FAM network F2 sizes). Even if, at a time t = t + 1, change
roblem must be considered dynamic. (For interpretation of the references to color
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acial models are designed and updated over time, as new ref-
rence data becomes available. An ADNPSO incremental learning
trategy – integrating an aggregated dynamical niching particle
warm optimization (ADNPSO) algorithm and a specialized archive

 is proposed to evolve heterogeneous classifier ensembles in
esponse to new reference data. Each particle in the optimization
nvironment corresponds to a FAM network in the classifica-
ion environment, and the ADNPSO incremental learning strategy
volves a swarm of classifiers such that both FAM generalization
rror rate and network size are minimized.

Particles are guided by the ADNPSO algorithm. As with the
NPSO algorithm [39], the ADNPSO algorithm is also able to detect
nd track many local optima in a type III dynamic optimization
nvironment. In addition, it exploits several objective functions
hile maintaining genotype diversity in the search spaces, in
articular around local optima. However, unlike existing multi-
bjective optimization (MOO) algorithms (such as NSGA, MOEA,
nd MOPSO), optimization does not rely on the objective space –
t exploits information available in the search space to determine
tness values and future search directions for each solution. This
esults in an optimization algorithm that is influenced by different
bjectives. It is aimed at generating pools of classifiers with high
enotype and phenotype diversity, rather than purely solving a MOO
roblem that provides the optimal Pareto front. It does so by (1)
aintaining diversity of solutions around the local optima in each

earch space and (2) adjusting the position of each solution accord-
ng to the different objective functions, to allow converging toward
ifferent local Pareto fronts.

Since particles are constantly moving with certain randomness
nd at great speed, a specialized archive of solutions divides the
bjective space according to FAM network structural complexity
i.e., F2 layer size), and for each division, it captures non-dominated
olutions locally along with their associated networks. This effec-
ively maintains a pool of classifiers with high phenotype diversity.
rom this pool, a greedy search algorithm selects an ensemble of
lassifiers within the archive on the basis of accuracy, and both
enotype and phenotype diversity.

The DPSO-based incremental learning strategy developed in
14] has been modified to evolve heterogeneous ensembles in a

OO  framework. In particular, the ADNPSO strategy differs from
revious research (1) in the way networks are associated with each
article, (2) in the definition of the initial FAM network conditions
sed to estimate fitness, and (3) in the addition of a specialized
rchive to store solutions.

This rest of this section provides additional details on the new
DNPSO strategy, including the ADNPSO algorithm, specialized
rchive to store locally non-dominant solutions according to com-
lexity, and learning strategy used to integrate those components
o the AMCS.

.1. ADNPSO incremental learning strategy

An ADNPSO incremental learning strategy (Algorithm 1) is pro-
osed to evolve FAM networks according to multiple objectives and
ccumulates a pool of FAM networks in the specialized archive (see
ection 4.3), and ensemble selection. During incremental learning
f a data block Dt, FAM hyperparameters, parameters and archi-
ecture are cojointly optimized such that the generalization error
ate and network size are minimized. Based on the hypothesis that
aintaining diversity among particles in the optimization envi-
onment implicitly generates diversity among classifiers in the
lassification environment [14], properties of the ADNPSO algo-
ithm are used to evolve diversified heterogeneous ensembles of
AM networks over time.
puting 13 (2013) 3149–3166

Algorithm 1. ADNPSO incremental learning strategy.

Inputs: An AMCS and new data sets Dt for learning.
Outputs: A pool of accurate FAM networks with different complexity
phenotype diversity.

Initialization:
1: • Set the swarm and archive parameters,

• Initialize all (O + 2)N networks: FAMn,o , FAMstart
n , and FAMstart

n ,
• Randomly initialize particles positions and velocities, and set
ADNPSO iteration counter at � = 0.

Upon reception of a new data block Dt, the following
incremental process is initiated:
• Update the fitness of networks associated to the personal best
positions:

2: for each particle n, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N do
3: for each objectives o, where 1 ≤ o ≤ O do
4: Train and validate FAMn,o with Dt

t and Dv
t respectively.

5: Estimate fo(h∗n,o, t) using Df
t .

•  Update the specialized archive:
6: Update the accuracy of each solution in the archive.
7:  Remove locally dominated solutions form the archive.
8:  for each particle n, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N do
9: for each objectives o, where 1 ≤ o ≤ O do
10: Categorize FAMn,o .
11: if FAMn,o is a non-dominated solution for its network size

domain then
12: Add the solution to the specialized archive.
13: Remove solutions in the archive that are locally dominated

by FAMn,o .

• Optimization process:
14: while the optimization algorithm does not reach its stopping

condition do
15: Update particle positions according to the ADNPSO algorithm

(Eq. (8)).
—Estimate fitness and update personal best positions:

16: for each particle n, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N do
17: FAMest

n ← FAMstart
n

18: Train FAMest
n with validation using Dt

t and Dv
t .

19: Estimate fo(hn(�), t) of each objective using Df
t .

20: for each objective o, where 1 ≤ o ≤ O do
21:  if fo(hn(�), t) < fo(h∗n,o, t) then
22: { h∗n,o , FAMn,o , fo(h∗n,o, t)} ← {hn(�), FAMest

n , fo(hn(�), t)}.

- Update the specialized archive:
23: Categorize FAMest

n

24: if FAMest
n is a non-dominated solution for its network size

domain then
25: Add the solution to the specialized archive
26: Remove solutions in the archive that are locally dominated

by FAMest
n .

27: Increment iterations: � = � + 1.

• Define initial conditions for fitness estimation with Dt+1 :
28: for each particle n, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N do
29: FAMstart

n ← FAMest
n

At a time t, and for each particle n, the current particle position
is noted hn, along with its personal best values on each objective
function o, h∗n,o. The values estimated on the objective functions and
the best position of each particle are respectively noted fo(hn, t) and
fo(h∗n,o, t). For O objectives, and the ADNPSO algorithm presented
in Section 4.2 that uses N particles, a total of (O + 2)N FAM networks
are required. For each particle n, the AMCS stores:

1. O networks FAMn,o associated with h∗n,o (particle n personal best
position on objective function o),

2. the network FAMstart
n associated to the current position of the
each particle n after convergence of the optimization process at
time t − 1, and

3.  the network FAMest
n obtained after learning Dt with current posi-

tion of particle n (noted hn).
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hile FAMstart
n represents the state of the particle before learn-

ng Dt, FAMest
n is the state of the same particle after having

xplored a position in the search space, and it is used for fitness
stimation.

Particle positions are then randomly initialized within their
llowed range. When a new Dt becomes available, the optimiza-
ion process begins. Using the new data and for all objectives
, fitness associated with the best position of each particle
fo(h∗n,o, t)) is updated along with each network FAMn,o (lines
–5). The archive is then updated (lines 6–13). Accuracy of the
olutions in the archive is also updated and checked for non-
ominance. The archive is then filled accordingly with the networks
AMn,o.

During the initialization process (line 1), the swarm and all FAM
etworks are initialized. Particle positions are randomly initialized
ithin their allowed range. When a new Dt becomes available, the

ptimization process begins.
Networks associated with the best position of each parti-

le (FAMn,o) are incrementally updated using the new data,
long with their fitnesses fo(h∗n,o, t) (lines 3–5). Network in the
rchive and their fitnesses are also updated in the same manner
lines 6–13). Since accuracy corresponds to dynamic optimiza-
ion problem, Algorithm 1 verifies if solutions then still respect
he non-dominant criteria of the specialized archive. Afterward,
he specialized archive is filled accordingly using the networks
AMn,o.

Optimization then continues were it previously ended until the
DNPSO algorithm converges (lines 14–27). During this process,

he ADNPSO algorithm explores the search spaces (line 15). It then
opies FAMstart

n to redefine the state of FAMest prior learning at a
ime t, trains the latter using hn, and estimates its fitness (lines
7–19). For each objective o, the best position (h∗n,o) and its cor-
esponding fitness (fo(h∗n,o, t)) and network (FAMn,o) are updated
f necessary (lines 20–26). In the cases of equality between fo(hn,
) and fo(h∗n,o, t), the network that requires the least resources
F2 nodes) is used. Each time fitness is estimated at a particle’s
urrent position, FAMest is categorized according its network size
nd added to the archive if it is non-dominated for its F2 size
omain (lines 23–26). Finally, the iteration counter is incremented
line 27).

Once optimization converges, networks corresponding to
he last position evaluated of every particle (FAMest

n ) are
tored in FAMstart

n (lines 28 and 29). These networks will
hus define the swarm’s state prior learning data block
t+1.

During this Algorithm 1 each time fitness is estimated, FAM
etworks are trained using the training data set Dt

t under five dif-
erent random pattern presentation orders to minimize the impact
f pattern presentation order at a time t. Since the primary objec-
ive is accuracy, FAMest

n is the network that yields the lowest error
ate and the fitness for each objective is defined according the
atter.

.2. Aggregated dynamical niching PSO

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based
tochastic optimization technique that is inspired by social behav-
or of bird flocking or fish schooling. By associating a classifier to
ach particles, PSO is a powerful tool to cojointly optimize swarms
f classifiers hyperparameters, parameters, and architecture. With
SO, each particle corresponds to a single solution in the optimiza-

ion space, and the population of particles is called a swarm. Unlike
volutionary algorithms (such as genetic algorithms), each particle
lways stores its best position and the best position of its sur-
ounding. In a mono-objective problem and at a discrete iteration
puting 13 (2013) 3149–3166 3157

�, particles move through the hyperparameter space and change
their positions h(�) under the guidance of  ̊ sources of influence
[32]:

h(� + 1) = h(�) + w0(h(�) − h(� − 1)) +
∑̊

�=1

r�w�(h� − h(�)), (6)

where � is the index of a source of influence, r� a random number,
w0 an inertia weight, and w� the weights indicating the importance
each influence. With this formalism, each particle (1) begins at its
current location, (2) continues moving in the same direction it was
going according to an inertia weight w0, and (3) is attracted by each
source of influence according to a random weight w� .

PSO algorithms evolve the swarm according to a social influ-
ence (i.e., their neighborhood previous search experience) and a
cognitive influence (i.e., their own  previous search experience). For
instance, with a canonical PSO algorithm, Eq. (7) becomes

h(� + 1) = h(�) + w0(h(�) − h(� − 1)) + r1w1(hsocial influence

− h(�)) + r2w2(hcognitive influence − h(�)). (7)

Although originally developed for static optimization problems,
PSO formalism has been adapted to suit the nature of the optimiza-
tion problem at hand. For instance, it has been adapted for dynamic
optimization problems by adding mechanisms to (1) modify the
social influence to maintain diversity in the optimization space and
detect several optima, (2) detect changes in the objective function
by using the memory of each particle, and (3) adapt the memory
of its population if change occurs in the optimization environ-
ment. The latest particle swarm optimization algorithms developed
to insure diversity in the swarm are presented in [16,36,40,44].
Change detection and memory adjustment mechanisms for DPSO
are presented in [5,8,28,60].

PSO algorithms have also been adapted for MOO  in three ways
by (1) defining social and cognitive influences according to a fitness
function based on the notion of Pareto-dominance (see Fig. 4a), (2)
storing non-dominated solutions in an archive, and (3) managing
phenotype diversity in the objective space. A review of multi-
objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithms is given
in [50]. Most of these approaches use a global best topology and
focus on moving particles according to the Pareto front rather than
local optima in the search space. Under the hypothesis that many
solutions will be stored in an archive, they also use classic archive
that considers only global Pareto-optimality.

To generate a pool of classifiers, ADNPSO uses the same
approach as mono-objective optimization algorithms, and defines
influences in the different search spaces, with the objective func-
tions. This is achieved by reformulating the general PSO definition
(Eq. (7)) according to two  objectives: error rate (fe(h, t)) and net-
work F2 size (fs(h, t)) of each FAM network. Each particle will then
move according to a cognitive and social influence for both objec-
tives (see Fig. 6), formally defined by:

h(� + 1) = h(�) + w0(h(�) − h(� − 1))

+ r1w1(hsocial influence, error rate − h(�))

+r2w2(hcognitive influence, error rate − h(�))

+r3w3(hsocial influence, network size − h(�))

+r4w4(hcognitive influence, network size − h(�)), (8)

As previously showed in Fig. 5, the rational behind this approach

is that when several local optima are present in different search
spaces, non-dominated solutions tend to be located in regions
between local optima of the different objectives. By adjusting the
weights w� , a swarm may  be biased according to one objective or
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ig. 6. An illustration of influences in the search spaces and resulting movements. G
nd  their social and cognitive influences (black circles), let subswarms have a max
paces,  yet particle 1 is not part of any subswarm for f1(h). Unlike particle 2, it has no 

ith  Eq. (8).

ven divided in three subpopulations: (1) one that specializes in
ccuracy (w1 and w2 > w3 and w4), (2) one that specializes in com-
lexity (w1 and w2 < w3 and w4), and (3) a generalist subpopulation
hat put both objectives on equal footing (w1 = w2 = w3 = w4).

Social influences of both objectives are managed by creating
ubswarms that adapt the DNPSO local neighborhood topology [39]
o multiple objectives. While DNPSO creates subswarms dynami-
ally around the current position of local best particles (i.e., particles
ith a personal best position that has the best fitness in their
eighborhood), ADNPSO uses the memory of these local best par-
icles. Social influences are then personal best position of local best
articles computed independently for both objectives. As shown

n Fig. 6, by limiting the size of each subswarm, particles can be
xcluded of these subswarms for none, one, or both objectives. For
he objective that was excluded, a particle is said to be “free” and
ts social influence is removed by setting the weights w1 = 0 and/or

3 = 0 when computing Eq. (8) (depending for which objective(s)
he particle is “free”). This way, a poor compromise can be avoided,
nd conflicting influences can then be managed simply by limiting
he maximal size of each subswarm.

The DNPSO local neighborhood topology offers many ways to
nsure particle diversity in the search space [40]. It is also adapted
o also maintain cognitive (i.e., personal best) diversity among par-
icles within each subswarm. The ADNPSO algorithm defines a
istance � around local best positions of each objective. Every time

 particle moves with the distance � from the detected local optima

f one objective, the personal best value of that particle is erased
i.e., “loses its memory”). It then moves only according to the other
bjectives by setting designated weights to 0. Since MOO  problems
enerally have conflicting objectives, this results in particles that

ig. 7. Illustration of the specialized archive of solutions in the objective space. The
AM network size objective is segmented in different domains (or slices of com-
lexity), where both Pareto-optimal (circles) and locally Pareto-optimal (squares)
olutions are kept in the archive. The local best are defined as the most accurate
etwork of each size domain.
he same objective functions used in Fig. 5, two  particles in a swarm (white circles),
size of 5 particles. Both particles 1 and 2 have cognitive influences in both search

 influence for this objective and ADNPSO sets w1 = 0 when computing its movement

move away from the local optima when they are within the distance
� from each other.

The computational cost of the ADNPSO algorithm depends on
the time needed to create subswarms and to manage particle pos-
itions during the optimization process. For each particle, it must
(1) sort the rest of the swarm according to a distance metric to
define the neighborhood and (2) sort the neighbors by fitness to
find the local best. In contrast, as it is explained in Section 4.1, each
time fitness is estimated, a FAM neural network must be trained
and tested. Since, managing the swarm with the ADNPSO algorithm
requires a computational cost significantly lower than that neces-
sary to update the fitness of the swarm, it should not be considered
when applied to the AMCS.

4.3. Specialized archive and ensemble selection

A specialized archive is introduced in the AMCS framework to
store a pool of classifier such that phenotype diversity in the objec-
tive space is maintained according to FAM network size, and as
framework for ensemble selection. In the ADNPSO incremental
learning strategy (Section 4.1), the archive regroups FAM networks
associated with each solution found in the search space according
to their structural complexity (i.e., number of F2 nodes) and stores
them in to create a pool of classifiers among which ensembles can
be selected.

Since the AMCS is applied to an ill-defined pattern recognition
problem, where a limited amount of reference data is used for sys-
tem design, both objectives are discrete functions, and the error
rate is prone to over fitting. In this context, the specialized archive
is used to (1) insure phenotype diversity in the objective space
according to FAM network size and (2) as framework for ensemble
selection. As shown in Fig. 7, the archive categorizes FAM networks
associated with each solution found in the search space according
to their F2 layer size and stores them to create a pool of classi-
fiers among which ensembles can be selected. Although, this imply
keeping dominated solutions in the objective space for a MOO  for-
mulation, using a specialized archive ensures storing classifiers
with a wide phenotype diversity in structural complexity.

When a new block Dt of reference samples becomes available
at a time t, the swarm evolves in the search spaces and the perfor-
mance of each network is re-evaluated using a mixture of new data
and old data (in the LTM). However, since no further training occurs

once they are stored in the archive, the size of the FAM networks in
the archive never changes. Compact classifiers obtained in earlier
blocks may  remain in the archive over time as new data is learned
incrementally.
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With the ADNPSO algorithm, a genotype local best topology is
sed to define neighborhoods and zones of influence for the differ-
nt particles in the search space. The same principle is applied in
he objective space for ensemble selection. The most accurate FAMs
f each network size domain are considered as phenotype local
est solutions. Classifiers are selected to create an initial ensemble
hat is completed with a second selection phase that uses a greedy
earch process (introduced in [14]) to increase classifier diversity
y maximizing their genotype diversity. The result of the overall
election process is an ensemble with:

. high phenotype diversity of FAM network sizes, where networks
of different structural complexity are considered, even though
the estimated generalization capabilities of the some networks
are not necessarily the highest or Pareto-optimal and

. diversified classifiers in both feature and decision spaces [14].

Unlike other approaches in the literature, the proposed AMCS
oes not consider time as a factor to add/remove a classifier from
he ensemble. It uses the notions of dominance and phenotype
iversity. If classifiers become obsolete in time due to a decrease in
heir accuracy, they will lose their dominant position and even-
ually be erased from the archive. On the other hand, although
hey remain in the archive, solutions that do not increase ensemble
iversity are never selected.

. Experimental methodology

This paper focuses on the appearance-based classification
spect of the face recognition system by replacing the classification
odule and biometric data base (in Fig. 1) by the proposed AMCS.

he rest of the system relies on classical algorithms. As recogni-
ion is performed with an AMCS based on the FAM classifier, the
esponse for each successive ROI is a binary code (equals to “1” for
he predicted class, and “0”s for the others). For a video sequence of

 given length, the predicted class label Ck is the one with the high-
st accumulated response obtained for each ROI (i.e., a majority
ote between predictions for each individual ROI).

The rest of this section describes the procedure utilized to
erform proof-of-concept experiments, including data bases, incre-
ental learning scenarios, experimental protocol, and performance

ndicators.

.1. Video data bases

The first data base was collected by the Institute of Information
echnology of the Canadian National Research Council (IIT-NRC)
22]. It is composed of 22 video sequences captured from eleven
ndividuals positioned in front of a computer. For each individual,
wo color video sequences of about 15 s are captured at a rate of
0 frames/s with an Intel web cam of a 160 × 120 resolution that
as mounted on a computer monitor. Of the two video sequences,

ne is dedicated to training and the other to testing. They are
aken under approximately the same illumination conditions, the
ame setup, almost the same background, and each face occupies
etween 1/4 and 1/8 of the image. This data base contains a vari-
ty of challenging operational conditions such as motion blur, out
f focus factor, facial orientation, facial expression, occlusion, and
ow resolution. The number of ROIs detected varies from class to
lass, ranging from 40 to 190 for one video sequence.

The second video data base is called Motion of Body (MoBo), and

as collected at Carnegie Mellon University under the HumanID
roject [26]. Each video sequence shows one of 25 different individ-
als on a tread-mill so that they move their heads naturally to four
ifferent motion types when walking: slowly, fast, on an inclined
puting 13 (2013) 3149–3166 3159

surface, and while carrying an object. Six Sony DXC 9000 cameras,
with a resolution of a 640 × 480 pixels, are positioned at different
locations around the individuals. Only the video sequences with
visible faces were kept: full frontal view and both sides with an
angle of about 70◦ with the full frontal view.

Segmentation is performed using the well known Viola–Jones
algorithm included in the OpenCV C/C++computer vision library. In
both cases, regions of interest (ROIs) produced are converted in gray
scale and normalized to 24 × 24 images where the eyes are aligned
horizontally, with a distance of 12 pixels between them. Principal
Component Analysis is then performed to reduce the number of
features. For the IIT-NRC data base, the 64 features with the great-
est eigenvalues are extracted and vectorized into a = {a1, a2, . . .,
a64}, where each feature ai ∈ [0, 1] is normalized using the min–max
technique. Learning is done with ROIs extracted from the first series
of video sequences (1527 ROIs for all individuals) while testing is
done with ROIs extracted from the second series of video sequences
(1585 ROIs for all individuals). The ROIs obtained with the MoBo
data base were processed with Local Binary Pattern and Principal
Component Analysis to produce 32 feature vectors, also normalized
using the min–max technique. ROIs from sequences for each type of
walk and view are divided in two; the first half is used for learning
and the second half, for testing. This yields a total of 36,374 learn-
ing patterns and 36,227 test patterns. In both cases, the number
of features was  fixed after error convergence with a 1NN classi-
fier trained on the learning data bases and tested on the test data
base. Moreover, to insure that no false positives are present during
training and testing, the ROIs have then been manually filtered.

5.2. Incremental learning scenarios

Prior to computer simulations, each video data set is divided in
blocks of data Dt, where 1 ≤ t ≤ T, to emulate the availability of T suc-
cessive blocks of training data to the AMCS. Supervised incremental
learning is performed according to two  different scenarios.

5.2.1. Enrollment
In this scenario, each block contains ROIs of individuals that are

not enrolled to the system. Classes are added incrementally to the
system, one at a time. To assess AMCS performance for K classes,
the first learning block D1 is composed of two  classes, and each
successive block Dt, where 2 ≤ t ≤ K − 1, contains the ROIs captured
in a video sequence corresponding to an individual that has not
previously been enrolled to the system. For each Dt, performance
is only evaluated for existing classes. To insure the invariance of
results to class presentation order, this experiment is performed
using five different random class presentation orders.

5.2.2. Update
In this scenario, each block contains ROIs of individuals that have

previously been enrolled to the system. It is assumed that at a given
time, the ROIs of an individual are captured in a video sequence, and
then learned by the system to refine its internal models. To assess
AMCS performance, all classes are initially learned with the first
data block D1 and are updated one class at a time with blocks D2
through DK+1. In order to better observe cases where classes are
not initially well defined, block D1 is composed of 10% of the data
for each class, and each subsequent block Dt, where 2 ≤ t ≤ K + 1, is
composed of the remaining 90% of one specific class. Here again,
invariance to class order presentation is insured by repeating this
experimentation with five different class presentation orders.
5.3. Experimental protocol

The performance of the proposed DPSO learning strategy is eval-
uated and compared with various techniques to generate and select
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Table 1
Parameters for ADNPSO.

Parameter Value

Swarm’s size N 60
Weights {w0, w�} {0.73, 2.9}
Maximal number of subswarms ∞
Maximal size of each subswarm 4
Neighborhood size 5
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Minimal distance between two  local best particles 0.1
Minimal velocities of free particles 0.0001

lassifiers during supervised incremental learning of data blocks
t. The DPSO parameters used for both experiments are shown in
able 1. Weight values {w0, w�} were defined as proposed in [32],
nd to detect a maximal number of local optima, no constraints
ere considered regarding the number, the maximal size of each

ubswarm is set at 4. Since Euclidean distances between parti-
les are measured with the DPSO algorithm, the swarm evolves
n a normalized R

4 space to avoid any bias due to the domain of
ach hyperparameter. Before being applied to FAM, particle pos-
tions are denormalized to fit the hyperparameter domain. For each
ew blocks of data Dt, the ADNPSO optimization process is set to
ither stop after 10 iterations without improving the performance
f either generalization error rate of network size, or after maxi-
um  100 iterations.
Learning is performed over ten trials using tenfold cross-

alidation with the LTM used as specified in [13]. The proportion
f Dt assigned to the LTM, and the maximal number of patterns for
ach class present in the LTM, are respectively set to �D = 1/6 and
Ck|LTM = 20. Out of the ten folds, eight are dedicated to training (Dt

t),
ne fold is combined with half of LTM to validate and determine
he number of FAM training epochs (Dv

t ), and the remaining fold
s combined with the other half of the LTM to estimate the fitness
f each particle during the DPSO algorithm (Df

t). Between succes-
ive training epochs, the presentation order of training patterns is
hanged randomly. Within each trial, five different replications are
erformed using different class presentation orders, for a total of
fty replications.

The simulations evaluate the performance achieved in both sce-
arios for incremental learning of new data blocks Dt, where AMCSs
mploy the DPSO learning algorithm and selection ensemble dis-
ussed in Section 4 – ADNPSO ← the networks in the specialized
rchive corresponding to the phenotype local best plus a greedy
earch that maximizes genotype diversity [14]. This system is
ompared to AMCSs using the DPSO learning strategy used with dif-
erent optimization algorithms and ensemble selection techniques,
n particular:

. DNPSO ← the ensemble of FAM networks associated to the local
best positions found with the mono-objective DNPSO algorithm
plus a greedy search that maximizes genotype diversity, also
within the swarm [14],

. MOPSO ← the entire archive obtained with the DPSO incre-
mental learning strategy employed with a multi-objective PSO
algorithm that uses the notion of dominance to guide particles
toward the Pareto optimal front [11], and

. GBEST ← the FAM network corresponding to the DNPSO global
best solution.

or references, the performance is also given for the batch learning
ethods:
. PSOB← an AMCS that uses the entire swarm of FAMs trained
with a canonical PSO batch learning strategy [23], and

. kNN ← a single kNN classifier.
puting 13 (2013) 3149–3166

The MOPSO algorithm was used with the same applicable param-
eters than with the proposed ADNPSO, and with a grid size of 10
(for further details, see [11]). Moreover, at a given time t, batch
learning consists of initializing the system, and learning all the data
blocks Dt accumulated thus, Bt = D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dt [23]. In the context of
a face recognition application, using Principal Component Analysis
for feature extraction and selection, and kNN for classification is
equivalent to the well known Eigenfaces method [56].

5.4. Performance evaluation

The average performance of AMCSs is assessed in terms of gen-
eralization error rate achieved with video-sequences, and resource
requirements. The generalization error rate for a single ROI is the
ratio of incorrect predictions over all test set predictions, where
each ROI is tested independently. Classification decisions produced
for a single ROI are considered to be the most conservative perfor-
mance metric, and are used for fitness estimation during Algorithm
1.

For the video-based face recognition application, generalization
error rate for video sequences (over two  or more ROIs), is the result
of the fusion between the tracking and classification module (see
Section 2). Given video sequences, it is the ratio of incorrect pre-
dictions over all predictions obtained with a majority vote among
all class accumulated binary responses from the AMCS over a fixed
number of regions of interest (ROIs). For unbalanced data bases (i.e.,
video sequences of different length), classification rate for a number
of frames exceeding the length of shorter sequences is computed
with predictions obtained with all ROIs of the latter.

The identification capabilities of the AMCS are also evaluated
with cumulative match curves moon01. These curves estimate the
ranking capabilities of a classification system during an identifica-
tion application by verifying if the correct prediction is within the
best ranks.

Resource requirement of AMCSs that employ the DPSO incre-
mental learning strategy is measured in terms of compression, that
is, the average number of training patterns, contained in all Dt

t pre-
sented to the AMCS, per category prototype in the network. For a
single FAM network, compression refers to the average number of
training patterns per neuron in the F2 layer, and for ensembles, it
is the total number of F2 layer nodes for all FAM networks in the
ensemble. The higher the compression, the better. Since learning
with kNN consists of memorizing the training data set Dt

t , com-
pression with that network is always one.

6. Results and discussion

The objective of the AMCS and ADNPSO incremental learning
strategy is to provide a face recognition system a mean to per-
form accurate predictions in real time. To illustrate this, this section
first compares the accuracy and structural complexity of ensem-
bles evolved using the DPSO learning strategy described in Section 4
(ADNPSO) with other AMCSs that perform incremental learning and
batch references methods.

To give more insight on the effect of the different optimization
methods on pools of classifier generation, Section 6.2 presents the
evolution of the swarm and archive in the objective space during
the update learning scenario. The resulting swarm and specialized
archive obtained with ADNPSO are compared with those obtained
when incremental learning is guided mono-objective optimization
(DNPSO), and classic MOO  (MOPSO).
6.1. Performance during video-based face recognition

Figs. 8 and 9 present the video-based generalization error rate
according to the number of ROI used to perform recognition at
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ig. 8. Evolution of the video-based error rate versus the number of ROIs used to 

cenario. Performance is shown at different points in time and error bars correspon

ifferent points in time for both incremental learning scenarios.
ith each ROI, evidence in the form of FAM network outputs

binary codes) is accumulated and used to establish a ranking
hrough majority voting. When classes are enrolled incrementally,
lass decision boundaries become more complex in time. Accu-
acy obtained with few ROIs then decreases, while the number of
OIs necessary to achieve a video-based error comparable to 0%

ncreases. On the other hand, the video-based error rate obtained
fter updating classes through incremental learning decreases over
ime, as new blocks of data become available. Moreover, when the
MCS has knowledge of the whole classification problem when
dding new data, ensembles obtained are more robust as it can
ventually achieve perfect accuracy.

When recognition is performed by accumulating responses of
MCSs over few ROIs (15) during incremental learning, the cumu-

ative match curves in Figs. 10 and 11 are used to assess their
anking capabilities. Ideally, with perfect accuracy, the correct class
s always ranked first. Ambiguity regarding predictions acts accord-
ng to the error rate. For the enrollment learning scenario, ranking
apability diminishes in time when the classification environment
ecomes complex, and during update, it increases with the knowl-
dge regarding individual class distributions.

However, when the number of ROIs used to perform recognition
ncreases, the video-based error rate tends to increase at the end
f each sequence. When both learning and test sequences of the
IT-NRC data base were recorded, the individuals were all initially
acing the camera, giving a full frontal image of their face. As they
tart moving, changing his facial orientation and expression, differ-

nt facial views, corresponding to data points in unexplored regions
f the feature space, are presented to the system. Recognizing an
ndividual toward the end of a video sequence is thus more diffi-
ult. Until all classes are updated, correct predictions for each ROI

ig. 9. Evolution of the video-based error rate versus the number of ROIs used to identify in
erformance is shown at different points in time and error bars correspond to the 90% co
y individuals of the IIT-NRC data base during the enrollment incremental learning
e 90% confidence interval.

accumulated at the beginning of the test sequences are surpassed
by the wrong predictions accumulated with the subsequent ROIs.

The accuracy of different methods is compared in Table 2 with
the number ROIs needed to reach an error rate comparable to
0% and the corresponding error rate. The higher level of accu-
racy achieved by proposed AMCSs and a real time estimation
on the speed at which this performance is attained. An AMCS
driven by ADNPSO can achieve a video-based error rate comparable
to 0% within a time frame similar to that obtained with mono-
objective DNPSO incremental learning strategy and batch learning
approaches. In the worst case (the update scenario), the proposed
method needs 10 additional ROIs than when mono-objective opti-
mization is used with either incremental (DNPSO) or batch learning
(PSOB) to reach an error rate comparable to 0%. Assuming ideal
tracking performances and a camera that acquires video sequences
at a rate of 30 frames/s, this represents around a third of a second.
On the other hand, using MOO  or the single global best solution dur-
ing mono-objective optimization gives less robust solutions and, in
those cases, the AMCS’s error rate is never comparable to 0%. Results
are similar with the MoBo data base, except that AMCSs with the
proposed DPSO-based strategy require fewer ROIs to achieve an
error rate similar to 0% and that a single FAM network can also
achieve this level of accuracy.

Table 3 presents a comparison of accuracy obtained with other
video-based face recognition systems in literature that perform
batch learning on both IIT-NRC and MoBo data bases. With the
exception of [2] with the IIT-NRC data base and [65] with the MoBo
data base, the AMCS with the proposed ADNPSO learning strat-

egy outperforms all other systems. Regardless of the scenario, the
AMCS with ADNPSO must accumulate about 1 s of video stream to
achieve an error rate of 0% after incremental learning of the entire
MoBo data base. In comparison, after performing batch learning of

dividuals of the IIT-NRC data base during the update incremental learning scenario.
nfidence interval.
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Fig. 10. Cumulative match curves obtained during the enrollment incremental learning scenario at different points in time when 15 ROIs are used to perform recognition.
Performance is shown at different points in time and error bars correspond to the 90% confidence interval. During enrollment, the maximal rank increases with the number
of  classes present in the system.

Fig. 11. Cumulative match curves obtained during the update incremental learning scenario at different points in time when 15 ROIs are used to perform recognition.
Performance is shown at different points in time and error bars correspond to the 90% confidence interval. During enrollment, the maximal rank increases with the number
of  classes present in the system.

Table 2
Minimal average error rate and number of ROIs necessary to achieve a generalization error rate comparable to 0% for video-based face recognition. Results shown are
obtained  after learning the entire IIT-NRC and MoBo data bases through the both learning scenarios. The mention “never” indicates that the method never achieves an error
rate  comparable to 0%.

Type of learning Incremental Batch

Method ADNPSO DNPSO MOPSO GBEST PSOB kNN

IIT-NRC data base
Enrollment learning scenario
Minimal av. error rate 0.6 ± 0.7 0 ± 0 5 ± 3 2.1 ± 1 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
Nb.  of ROIs to reach 0% 27 22 Never Never 20 23
Update  learning scenario
Minimal av. error rate 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 1.2 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.5 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
Nb.  of ROIs to reach 0% 31 20 Never Never 20 23
MoBo  data base
Enrollment learning scenario
Minimal av. error rate 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0.5 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 1.4 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
Nb.  of ROIs to reach 0% 30 28 Never 25 30 16
Update  learning scenario
Minimal av. error rate 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 3 ± 1 0.3 ± 0.3 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
Nb.  of ROIs to reach 0% 27 24 never 25 30 16

Table 3
Comparison of the DPSO-based learning strategy with other authors on the IIT-NRC and MoBo data bases. Classification rates were obtained for recognition on video sequences.

IIT-NRC data base

Proposed syst. Arandjelovic et al. (2005) Gorodnichy (2005) Tangelder et al. (2006) Wang et al. (2009)

100% 100% 95% 95% 93%

MoBo data base
Proposed syst. Cevikalp et al. (2010) Hadid et al. (2004) 

100% 98% 94% 
Liu et al. (2003) Wang et al. (2008) Zhou et al. (2003)

99% 94% 100%
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Fig. 12. Objective space during the update incremental learning scenario. Circles show evolution of the swarm during its evolution at a time t, and squares illustrate solutions
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tored  (or would be stored for mono-objective optimization) in the archive. Light a
he  optimization process.

he MoBo data base, [65] achieved the same result by accumulating
lassifier responses for 0.5 s. While [2] also obtained a 0% video-
ased error rate, the number of accumulated response, to achieve
his is not available.

Previous result showed that an AMCS driven by ADNPSO can
chieve generalization capabilities comparable to 100% with few
OIs. Table 4 depicts the structural complexity indicators only for
nsembles that yielded error rates comparable to 0%. On this aspect,

DNPSO resulted in ensembles with less base classifiers, where

he average structural complexity (compression) of each member
s lower (higher), and thus less overall ensemble complexity. Not
nly are ensembles smaller, but also the average ensemble member
rk circles respectively indicate the position of each particle at the start and end of

obtained with ADNPSO uses only a fraction of the classifiers present
in the archive. Given the limited number of training samples avail-
able in the worst case (the update scenario), designing ensembles
with all reference samples in the IIT-NRC and MoBo data bases
yield ensembles composed of an average of J = 870 and J = 5700 F2
layer nodes, respectively. Each time a query sample is presented
to the face recognition system, the FAM choice function (Eq. (1))
is evaluated for each F2 layer node. For each query sample, FAM

predictions have a time complexity of O(IJ), where the number of
input features has been fixed here to I = 64. For each camera with a
frame rate of 30 frames/s in a moderately cluttered scene (ten peo-
ple maximum), the system will process a worst case of 300 ROIs/s.
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Table 4
Structural complexity indicators of AMCSs that always give error rates comparable to 0%. Results are given after incremental learning of both data bases and learning scenarios.
Complexity is evaluated in terms of ensemble size, average network compression, and total compression of the entire ensemble. The arrows serve as reminders that lower
ensemble sizes and higher compressions indicate better results. Each cell is presented with the 90% confidence interval, and the best values are given in bold.

Type of learning Incremental Batch

Method ADNPSO DNPSO PSOB kNN

IIT-NRC data base
Enrollment learning scenario
Ensemble size (↓) 4.5 ± 0.4 19.4 ± 0.7 60 ± 0 1 ± 0
Average  comp. (↑) 9.3 ± 0.7 6.7 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.2 1 ± 0
Total  comp. (↑) 2.1 ± 0.2 0.34 ± 0.02 0.037 ± 0.003 1 ± 0
Update  learning scenario
Ensemble size (↓) 5.5 ± 0.4 19.5 ± 0.7 60 ± 0 1 ± 0
Average  comp. (↑) 7.4 ± 0.4 5.8 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.2 1 ± 0
Total  comp. (↑) 1.4 ± 0.2 0.30 ± 0.03 0.037 ± 0.003 1 ± 0
MoBo  data base
Enrollment learning scenario
Ensemble size (↓) 7.5 ± 0.5 23.3 ± 0.7 60 ± 0 1 ± 0
Average  comp. (↑) 50 ± 6 23 ± 2 3.6 ± 0.1 1 ± 0
Total  comp. (↑) 6.7 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.1 0.060 ± 0.004 1 ± 0
Update  learning scenario

9.4 ±
8.6 ±
0.9 ±
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Ensemble size (↓) 5.5 ± 0.8 1
Average  comp. (↑) 28 ± 1 1
Total  comp. (↑) 5.1 ± 0.5 

y today’s standard this can be easily accomplished in 1/300 s on a
tandard desktop computer.2 Compared to the batch method learn-
ng methods, Table 4 shows that incremental learning performed

ith PSO-based learning strategies provides simpler models that
atch learning. However, only the proposed ADNPSO gives compa-
able accuracy and higher compression than kNN after performing
ncremental learning on both data bases and during both scenarios.
lthough ADNPSO and kNN compressions are on the same scale, it
hould be noted that using the latter with J recognition category
i.e., training samples) implies computing the Euclidean distance
or each J category and ranks the solutions to find the best k, a time
omplexity of O(kIJ log(J)).

.2. Swarm and archive evolution during optimization

To give an example on how pools of classifier are generated and
nsembles are selected, Fig. 12 gives an example of the swarm’s
volution in the objective space during the update incremen-
al learning scenario. It compares mono-objective optimization
DNPSO), formal MOO  (MOPSO), and the proposed ADNPSO scheme
or the replication that yielded error rate for single ROIs closest to
he average.

During mono-objective optimization with the DNPSO algo-
ithm, networks in the swarm evolve according only to accuracy.

hen learning data from complex classification environments,
AM networks then tend to continuously grow its F2 layer to
aintain or increase its accuracy. The swarm then tends to move

ownward in the objective space, while neglecting the search for
otential lighter solutions that could also provide networks accu-
ate enough to be included in an ensemble.

If influences are defined in the objective space with the
OSPO algorithm, Fig. 12 shows that using classifiers such as FAM

ntroduces a bias in the swarm’s movements toward structural
omplexity. While the MOPSO algorithm theoretically considers
oth objectives equally, when used to evolve FAM networks, Fig. 12

hows that it is easier to find non-dominated solutions with smaller
2 layer sizes than with lower error rate. In time, the MOPSO algo-
ithm directs most particles in the different search spaces such

2 This statement is valid assuming a moderate number of individuals populating
 scene and cameras feeding the face recognition system.
 0.8 60 ± 0 1 ± 0
 0.8 3.6 ± 0.1 1 ± 0
 0.1 0.060 ± 0.004 1 ± 0

as mostly minimizing FAM F2 layer size, thus limiting the search
capabilities for accurate solutions.

On the other hand, the proposed ADNPSO directs subswarms of
particles according to either accuracy, network size, or both at the
same time (see Fig. 6). Although this creates a swarm of particles
that could successfully fill a classical archive, the specialized archive
insures that the most accurate solutions of different network sizes
are stored. As results presented earlier showed, this creates suitable
pools and ensembles of FAM neural networks. Still, if several classes
are added in time and the classification environment becomes more
complex, it could become necessary to redefine the specialized
archive’s boundaries to accommodate such changes.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, an ADNPSO incremental learning strategy is pro-
posed to evolve heterogeneous ensembles of classifiers in response
to new reference data during video face recognition. This strategy
is applied to an AMCS where all parameters of a swarm of FAM
neural network classifiers (i.e., a swarm of classifiers), each one cor-
responding to a particle, are co-optimized such that both error rate
and network size are minimized. To provide a high level of accu-
racy over time while minimizing the computational complexity,
the AMCS integrates information from multiple diverse classifiers,
where learning is guided by an aggregated dynamical niching PSO
(ADNPSO) algorithm that optimizes networks according to both
these objectives. By using the specialized archive, local Pareto-
optimal solutions detected by the ADNPSO algorithm can also be
stored and combined with a greedy search algorithm to create
ensembles based on accuracy, phenotype and genotype diversity.

Overall results indicate that using information in the search
space of each objective (local optima positions and values), rather
than in the objective space, permits creating pools of classifiers that
are more accurate and with lower computational cost. This results
in ensembles that give an accuracy comparable to that obtained
with mono-objective optimization and batch learning methods.
However, this is achieved with only a fraction of the computational
cost (between 16% and 20% depending on the data base and learning
scenario used).
However, the proposed AMCS is designed to observe small
amounts of learning data under several perspectives with a swarm
of classifiers, so that it can perform in the context of a real video-
based face recognition application. Although it can be performed
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ff-line, while predictions can afterward be performed on-line, the
earning process can become long when applied if data acquisi-
ion conditions are more constrained and data is available in large
mounts (such as with the MoBo data base). To circumvent this
roblem, future work should then consider focusing on character-

zing reference learning samples with different quality measures.
o disambiguate concepts and further reduce FAM network struc-
ural complexity, available data could then be filtered according
heir level of quality so that learning is performed only with suit-
ble samples. In this context, the utility of the LTM used in the AMCS
ould also be redefined. Rather than using the LTM only for vali-
ation purposes, it could also use these quality measures to select
eference samples and keep a representative snapshot of the data
istributions at a time t. This way networks in the swarm could be
einitialized if they bring no new knowledge during the learning
rocess.
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